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This Article contains errors in Supplementary Table 3. The sixth equation in the table should read:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\frac{{{d}[RB]}}{{{dt}}} \hskip 3pt = k_{{\mathrm{RB}}} + k_{{\mathrm{RBDP}}} \cdot \frac{{[RP]}}{{K_{{\mathrm{RP}}} + [RP]}} - k_{{\mathrm{RE}}} \cdot [RB] \cdot [E2Fp] - k_{{\mathrm{RBP1}}} \cdot \frac{{[CD] \cdot [RB]}}{{K_{{\mathrm{CD}}} + [RB]}} - k_{{\mathrm{RBP2}}} \cdot \frac{{[CE] \cdot [RB]}}{{K_{{\mathrm{CE}}} + [RB]}} - d_{{\mathrm{RB}}} \cdot [RB]$$\end{document}$$

The simulation results in the Article were based on the correct formula and thus the results are not affected by this correction. The errors have not been fixed in the original Article.
